
 

 

Here is a short description of how Blue Wonder™ Gun Blue & Cleaner work and how they are different than other products . 

Blue Wonder™ Gun Blue 
Our chemist and head of product development has been trying to make a good “Cold Blue” for many years, and has made 
several, but they are all basically the same with the same inherent problems - or limitations - or whatever you want to call 
them.  They often don't look good (color isn't right), they are often blotchy or streaky, they often don't last long (wear off 
easily), they often affect, eat off, etc. the surrounding blue - on and on. 
  
If you work with them and develop good techniques, you can get good results, but the "average guy" often has trouble. 
  
After twenty years, we finally stepped out of the mold and tried something totally different.  We developed Blue Wonder™ 
Gun Blue - a gun blue that is NOT an oxidation process.  It is a proprietary solution containing several micronized metals 
including gold, silver, nickel, copper and chromium that chemically bonds  to and darkens the surface of the metal.   It will 
only bond to ferrous metal and to itself and will not affect, harm, eat away, discolor or do anything to any existing, 
surrounding factory or hot blue - One of our main advantages. 
  
There is no need to flush, soak, rinse or neutralize our bluing as with other “Cold Blues”.  Just apply it following our 
instructions and then apply Blue Wonder™ Developer, which reacts with, dries and sets the bluing, giving it a deep, 
dark, glossy finish that rivals most “Hot Blues” in both appearance and durability.  Then of course you must oil it after 12-
24 hours, otherwise it will rust. 
 
If you do not get it dark enough on the first try, you do not have to strip it and start over either.  Just continue the 
process.  Another unique advantage! 
 
Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner 

Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner is simply the BEST gun cleaner on the market - Hands Down!!!  This powerful 
concentrated gel adheres to the surface for deep cleaning action.  In the bore it completely removes copper and lead 
deposits, powder residues and plastic build-up.  It also removes black powder corrosion, leaving a chemically clean, bare 
metal surface - in minutes!  In addition, Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner will remove rust from the exterior finish of a gun - 
and it will not harm or affect the bluing!  Add to that, it is completely non-toxic and bio-degradable! 

Many gun cleaners on the market today are petroleum based products which are toxic, harmful to the skin, dangerous to 
breathe and environmentally “unfriendly” products.  They work as solvents in attempting to remove copper and lead 
deposits as well as powder residue.   Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner on the other hand is not petroleum based, is not toxic 
or harmful and is environmentally “friendly”, being completely biodegradable.  It works in the following manner: 

When a round is fired through the bore of a gun, a tremendous amount of heat is formed from both the combustion 
process and the friction between the bullet and the bore wall.  This heat forms oxide molecules (lead oxide and/or copper 
oxide) which bond the copper and lead deposits to the bore.  Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner attacks this oxide molecule, 
breaking the bond, allowing the copper and lead deposits to be quickly, easily and completely removed. 

Because of Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner’s superior wetting and penetrating abilities, gun bores can be “chemically 
cleaned” in just minutes! 

Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner will also remove rust from the exterior finish of a gun - and it will not harm or affect the 
existing bluing!  Rust is iron “oxide” and it is affected in the same way as the copper and lead oxides.  Simply use the 
cleaner with “0000” steel wool or a soft brass brush and the rust will be removed and the bluing unharmed. 

When used with an abrasive product such as ScotchBrite™ pads or emery cloth, the cleaner will help in the blue removal 
because of its wetting, penetrating and lubricating qualities. 

Further, Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner will quickly emulsify any petroleum based product.  It will remove Moly from guns 
bores along with any other grease or oil.  After using Blue Wonder™ Gun Cleaner, it is imperative to follow with a light 
coat of quality gun oil as the surface treated will be chemically clean and subject to rust. 
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